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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 3 Jan 2013 13.30
Duration of Visit: 1.5
Amount Paid: 180
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07512147195

The Premises:

Flat in new build off Queensway. Address unknown to satnav but using postcode I got close
enough,parking outside free except curiously from 11-12. Nice inside, nicely decorated bedroom.

The Lady:

Typically petite Thai lady, older than profile states as they all are. Pretty big enhanced tits although
soft and very nice to handle.

The Story:

I could swear I had seen this girl in london, and when later newer pics of her appeared on her
profile I realised she had been with a number of london agencies and still may be. Greeted with a
hug and ball-squeeze but noticeably no kiss.

Showered and got down to business on the bed. She had my cock in her mouth straight away and
was soon deepthroating it with her forehead hitting my midriff on the downstroke. Changed to
pleasuring her orally which worked, as she joined in with her fingers and clearly came, thanking me
for her first of the year, lol. Back to deep throat, then condom on, and sex in various positions till I
shot over her tits and face from a mix of HR and oral.

Sophia then massaged me properly for some time. When i say properly, Thai girls usually are very
good at this but she was very accomplished in this area and whether she would do this service only
i don't know but I would reccommend her massage to anyone, she got the knots out I didn't know i
had.

Anyway, relations of a more sexual nature soon resumed with Sophia easily getting me going again
for more DT then a good grind with her on top, and was eventually finished with a second
combination of oral and HR.

Apart from the kissing (lack of) this was an excellent punt from a lady that really knows her way
around a man's bod, especially the naughty bits. The Thai girls seem to have techniques other girls
just havn't learnt. Superb DT, right to the base and beyond, but I doubt if A is available even though
its on her profile.
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